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The Image of Fairfield

Horrow Declares Violence in Sports Excessive
Greg Curley
Staff Writer
World reknown sports attorney, Richard Horrow, declared
violence in professional sports "excessive", and he demanded greater
restrictions against it from league
officials during a lecture on Tuesday, November 15. The presentation, entitled "Violence in Sports,"
featured film highlights of some of
the most brutal incidents in sports
history.
Mr. Horrow insisted that the
violence that takes place in many
arenas is far more serious and intense than most criminal actions
on the streets. He feels that this is
very disturbing, saying, "The mere
act of putting on a uniform should
not exclude an athlete from criminal behavior."
According to Horrow, too
often athletes overstep the boundaries of their sport and engage in
criminal behavior, only to be excused for actions that took place

"in the heat of competition." He
cited numeraous examples of this
"excessiveness," including when
four Boston Bruins climbed the
glass at Madison Square Garden in
1979 to hammar spectators with
shoes. Horrow cited another
hockey incident, this one in 1975,
that was brought to court. It ended
in a hung jury, the judge saying afterwards '"This is the worst thing
we've ever seen, but we can't
convict a hockey incident as a street
crime.'"
Mr. Horrow has brought two
bills for cleaner competition to the
House of Representitives. He
called the first "an attention grabber," saying its main purpose was
to shed light on the issue.
The second bill was more
serious. Horrow said it sent the
message out that "if the establishments don't clean up, the states
and feds will." He hopes a third
bill is not necessary and he calls
recent measures like the third man
in rule in hockey, the prohibited

chopblock in football, and the bean
ball rule in baseball, "a step in the
right direction."
Horrow still insisted that
professional sports have a long way
to go in cleaning up. He defended
his urging government intervention in athletics, saying,"sometimes
letting the leagues guard the teams
is like letting the wolves guar*d the
sheep." He cited the NHL's injury
compensation bill of $16 million
in 1985 as proof that not enough is
being done to curb violence.
Violence in sports has other
drastic effects, according to Horrow. He said he is "concerned
more with the kids who play and
the fans that watch." He feels "it's
easier for spectators to break their
rules as spectators when they see
players breaking their rules as
players."
Mr. Horrow ended his lecture warning of the snowball effect. "Excessive violence will
continue to increase unless something drastic is done."

Richard Horrow
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MacMichael Discusses Nature of Latin American Revolution
Tom Rhatigan
Staff Writer
On November 14, David
MacMichael gave a lecture on the

"Meaning of Revolution in Latin
America"; it was part of a series of
lectures on revolutions sponsored
by the History Department, Politics Department and the History

Club.
' MacMichael was introduced by Professor Walter Petry,
who gave a brief history of revolutions
and their impact.
MacMichael then began his lecture with some general thoughts
..on revolutions: how they conjure
up the hopes of the lowly, and how
the lower class rises to the top and
the upper class sinks to the bottom.
"The demand for equity,
which is involved in revolution,
could summarize the whole politics in history by seeing all societies composed of controlling sectors that have to answer 'What
gives you the right to tell me what
to do?'," MacMichael claimed.
"That is the revolutionary question."
He said ruling classes fail to
respond because they are too preoccupied making a living to question political structures. Revolutions are the result when any ruling
class fails to respond to that question satisfactorily.
That question, "What gives

you the right to tell me what to
do?", was answered by Karl Marx,
who said, '"Economic might makes
for political rights.'" He gave rise
to the eventual rule of the working
class and they would be the ultimate source of wealth in the industrial age.
MacMichael then gave a
history of the revolutions in Latin
America. These 19th Century revolutions were made up of loyal elites
breaking away from larger colonial authorities. These type of
revolutions provided a model for
post World War II way of revolution. These economic elites would
then be part of a global market and,
thus, leave out the poor farmers.
The elites had no desire for social
change.
On speaking of the Latin
America situation, MacMichael
said, "The struggle of the rich to
monopolize political power tends
always to be far more determined
and unrelenting than that of the
poor to grasp it from them. If there
was one thing that characterized

Professor Applewhite Depicts Struggles of Women
in the French Revolution
Gary Thomann
Staff Writer
On Thursday, November
17, Professor Harriet Applewhite
of Southern Connecticut State University delivered a lecture in Bannow on "Women and Militant
Citizenship in Revolutionary
Paris." The lecture covered the involvement of women in the various struggles for freedom in late
1780's and '90's France.
Professor Applewhite
opened the talk by stating that
revolutions involve guns and
struggles for political control, but

that they also fight over language
and symbols. She said that women
of the time are often depicted as
bloodthirsty, cheering executions
with the guillotine, or victims,
widowed by war. "I'm really talking about the women of the people,"
she said, "the femmes-sans-culottes."
The use of women in the old
regime, according to Applewhite,
was largely ceremonial. They were
involved in coronations and feast
days. If they were not present, the
monarchy was not considered legitimate.
Applewhite then quoted
writers such as Rousseau who

defined the "civic will," which
means that people must put aside
their personal concerns and think
of others. She said the attitude of
the era was that women could be
virtuous citizens privately (i.e.,
raising children for the revolution
and being good wives), but not
publicly.
Professor Applewhite
briefly explained the events of 1789
through 1791, saying that women
were programmed for various roles,
but that later some women demanded the right to bear arms. A
few went so far as to say that women
should have guns and drill with the

National Guard. Applewhite called
this a bold statement of women's
ability to put aside private concerns. She used other examples to
point out how people were getting
the notion that everbody should
defend one's country. Applewhite
concluded with the ironic observation that, in France, women did not
get to vote until 1945.
Professor Applewhite received her PhD from Stanford and
now teaches Political Science. She
has been published in the collection
Becoming Honest. Her most recent work, at Oxford, also involved
women and the French Revolution.

the political structure in Latin
America today, it would be the
unrelenting verocity of barbarianism of controlling groups in defense of their position." For the 3rd
World Countries the situation
remains revolutionary."
Speaking on the role of the
Catholic Church, MacMichael said
that most discussions of political
conditions up to the mid-20th
Century emphasized a powerful
conservative role of the Catholic
Church. It began to change, however, when an "option for the poor"
was created. This is called Liberation Theology.
Liberation Theology is an
interpretation of Christian Faith
out of the suffering, struggle, and
hope of the poor. This has dominated Latin America the past few
decades. There is now a rising
consciousness of demanding economic justice. MacMichael called
the revolution in Latin America
"inevitable" and said that "there
will be enormous violence and
bloodshed."

Coming
Next
Week...

1988

Christmas
Issue... Purchase your
Christmas
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Student Liasons Promote
Interaction with Alumni
Christina Hennessy
Staff Writer
This year, the Alumni Association, in cooperation with
FUSA, has begun the new student
liason program, in an effort to
promote interaction between the
two groups.
The student liasons organized the bus trip to Boston for
Thanksgivng break. This trip was
quite successful and the Association plans to continue the program
next semester with bus trips to
other areas, such as New York and
New Jersey. In addition, they are
looking to possible student/alumni
sporting contests, student/alumni

functions, an "Adopt-a-Frosh"
program, career placement for
seniors, and new overnight admission tours, among other projects.
The liasons will serve as a
bridge between the students and
the alumni, in order to foster communications through events and
special activities. The liasons
represent eight area alumni clubs
and they have been placed in the
area closest to their home.
The liasons are as follows:
Anne Norton '92the Boston Club
Sarah Richard '92the Chicago Club
Christina Hennessy'92-

the Fairfield Club
Stephanie Theroux '92the Hartford Club
Gladys Chevere '92the New Haven Club
Debra Vanginhove'91the New York Club
Megan Sheehan '92the Waterbury Club
Jennifer Spalatin '92the Washington D.C. Club
These eight representatives
will serve as a vital link between
students and alumni in order to
create a strong community that will
make an important contribution to
the University.

World and Domestic Affairs:
Views of the President-Elect
World Affairs
Compiled from the statements of George Bush
"A Bush Administration
will stand by nations that face internal and external threats to their
independence and with those who
value liberty."
"A Bush Administration
will also discourage Soviet and
other state-sponsored adventurism
by increasing the costs to those
who use surrogate terrorist and
subversive forces to exploit instability in the developing world."
World Hunger: "Over the
long term, the best means of overcoming hunger is to allow farmers
to produce by encouraging poor
countries to rely on the enterprise
of their own people."
South Africa: "South Africa is a pariah state. The vastly
outnumbered Afrikaners, acting
out of fear, have constructed the
racist system of apartheid to ensure their political and economic
supremacy. That system is morally repugnant to all who believe in
human liberty, and we cannot rest
until apartheid is eliminated from
South Africa."
Central America: "Our
role in Central America is the same
as our role in other parts of the
world. This role is to promote
peace, but not peace at any price.
In the case of Central America, our
objective is not a peace that merely
stops the shooting and entrenches
a Soviet beachhead. Our main
objective is the maintenance and
establishment of governments
committed to freedom and democracy, governments that respect
human rights and the sovereignty
of their neighbors."
Eastern Europe: "Our
policy...in Eastern Europe—of
encouraging movement away from
Soviet doctrine—offers the hope
of more freedom for the people
there."
World Trade: "Increased

trade reduces international tensions
and provides a better standard of
living for everyone. But our commitment to free trade must be linked
to a reciprocal commitment to fair
trade by our trading partners. They
must respect our right to compete
in their marketplace and they must
compete fairly in ours."
"Protectionism benefits
some businesses at the expense of
the rest of the economy and exposes us to retaliation and the prospect of an all-out trade war which
no one would win. Such measures
drive up the cost to consumers and
misallocate our economic resources."
"Economic growth is now
as much a matter of foreign policy
as it is economic policy. We should
build on the achievement of our
free trade zone with Canada—a
$ 130 billion agreement—and work
with our other neighbor, Mexico,
to create a free trade zone of unprecedented size, a new North
American compact."
Domestic Matters
Compiled from the Statements of George Bush
Taxes and Spending: "As
President, I will not raise taxes,
period. We made a promise to the
American people to lower tax rates
for individuals and corporations,
to make sure that everyone pays a
fair share, and to simplify the
number of brackets. I'm going to
keep that promise. I have recently
proposed to reduce the capital gains
rate to 15% (from 28% scheduled
under the Tax Reform Act) on gains
held more than one year. Presently, all profits from investments
are taxed at minimum rate fo 28%.
This tremendous burden discourages new investment, and stifles
economic growth."
"I support a Constitutional
amendment requiring a balanced
budget. And I believe the president, like 43 state governors, should
have the line-item veto to cut

wasteful spending out of appropriations bills."
Defense: "A president's
first priority is to maintain the
defense of the country. The first
question we should ask ourselves
is not how much money we should
spend, but what is required to be
secure."
"We must be constantly
vigilant, bring in the best people,
and hold them to the highest standards."
"As President, I would
overhaul the defense acquisition
process. We can eliminate unnecessary and expensive steps and
reduce the time and the cost. ..to get
a weapon system into the field.
We also need to take a hard look at
the structure of our military forces
to make sure that we have the most
effective defenses, not just the most
expensive...I will have no tolerance for the wasting of tax dollars
through needless or inefficient
defense procurement policies."
"We should pursue arms
negotiation agreements with the
Soviet Union under the four criteria which have been used since the
beginning of the Reagan Administration. We are pursuing deep
cuts to equal levels with agreements that can be verified and that
will enhance stability."
Education: "I support creating a new $500 million federal
program of "Merit Schools" that
would provide awards to individual schools that improve the education of their students; giving
federal matching funds to states
creating more magnet schools;
expanding a new federal fund to
finance experiments in education
reform; and a proposal to develop
teacher evaluation models."
"I will expand funding for
Head Start. We must have higher
academic standards. I want more
testing of our students and more
competency tests for teachers. We
must stress the 4-Rs—reading,
writing, arithmetic, and respect."

Classifieds Classifieds Classifieds
Typing, word processing. Need a paper typed with quick turnaround time and very reasonable rates?
Give me a call. Karen 335-0048.
/
*
Earn extra income in your spare time. Nature inspired, health oriented, NYSE, Fortune 500 Company. Fore more info call 333-2666.
HELP WANTED. Babysitter for mornings/afternoons in Darien home for toddler. Up to 10 hours/
week, $5/hour. Flexible scheduling, own trnsportation. Call 323-2922.

Cheers

Boooos

Cheers to a well-needed break...
to a lot of great food... to rest and
recuperation in preparation for finals... we at Fairfield gladly honor
any holiday which celebrates the
consumption of food... to all those
students, especially juniors, who
were early to rise on Saturday
morning for the picnic for the
handicapped... to an early edition
of the "STAG"... to all those who
took part in the OXFAM fast... to
Oz, the Loudhouse, the Albino
Frog, and all the houses on the
"Boys Path"... to Nathan Jr. at the
GreenRiver...to 1921, the Garage',
the Outback, the Limit, 1921, and
the Dugout... to the maintenance
men who put a new rug in the
FUSA office... to the Rimala predance party... to Krypton's and all
those who boycotted the dance...
to healed black eyes... to the healing of all sports wounds, in general... to all the Christmas lights
and decorations around the Quad...
the Christmas spirit is alive and
well... especially when it is an
excuse for a study break... to the
fact that this semester is almost
over... to all of 24 more shopping
days until Christmas...

Boos to a short break... to upcoming exams... to upcoming
stress... to an overabundance of
turkey, in its variety of forms, over
the holiday... we won't be able to
eat it again until next year... and
also to all the leftovers... even Fairfield students can get sick of a
good thing... speaking of which,
SUPERBOO to Seilers for serving
turkey on Monday night... did all
the workers bring their
leftovers?...to all guys who make
bets about picking up girls... you
have reached new levels of
lowness... to cold, rainy weather...
to violence in sports... to all the
underclassmen who are continuously showing up at the Floating
Naut... you drink the beer, take up
space, and have even caused the
police to attend... to professional
footballers who looked like high
school players this weekend with
all the fumbles and interceptions...
to the parking tickets... to the cold
and flu season... to underclassmen
who outnumber all the juniors and
seniors at the Naut... you'll have
your chance... to obnoxious people
in general... to people with bad attitudes... to the maintenance men
who didn 't put a new rug into the
Mirror office...

A Song of Joy
PR- The Fairfield University Glee Club's annual holiday concert, "A Song of Joy," will be held on Sunday, Dec. 4 at 2pm in the
Campus Center Oak Room. General admission is $4; students and
seniors, $2.
The Club will present traditional holiday music as well as music
for brass and choir, including "Magnificat" by Hank Beebe, "Canticum
Gaudii" by Flor Peeters, "O Holy Night" by Adolphe Adam, and
"Soprano Solo" by Jodie Ambrosino. Joining the singers will be the allbrass Festival Orchestra.
The Chamber Singers, made up of members of the Glee Club, will
perform "For Unto Us a Child was born" from "Messiah," along with
other holiday favorites.
Carole Ann Coyne-Maxwell of Westport directs the Glee Club.

Career Planning Corner
Interview Workshop on Thursday, December 1 at 3:00 in the
Faculty Dining Room. Be prepared for the spring recruiting opportunities. Learn techniques for success and improve your confidence level.
Rusume Workshop on Monday, December 5 at 3:00 in the
Faculty Dining Room. This is you last chance before the end of the
semester to learn the basics of resume writing or have your final product
critiqued. Be prepared for the Rescreen Date for many of next semesters's opportunities. December 12 is the deadline!
"Meet the Recruiters" on Wednesday, December 7 at 3:00 in
the Faculty Dining Room. Jordan Marsh Executive Recruiter Katie
Crawford will present how expert advice on what you need to know to
do well in your upcoming interviews. All can benefit from this presentation, and those with a special interest in the retail industry (merchandising, buying, etc.) should plan to attend.
SENIOR RESUMES ARE DUE in December for many companies who will recruit in January and February. Please check the
recruiting schedule in The Career Planning Center.

Christmas Mass
The annual University Christmas Mass will be held
on Sunday, December 11 at 7:00 pm in Alumni Hall.
A collection will be taken at the Mass to benefit the
Loyola Scholarship Fund for Needy Students. A reception will follow in the Campus Center.
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Cornell Student Bugs Computer Systems With Virus
PR - Campus computers
suffered a rash of destructive "viruses" last week, with one—which
infected the huge Arapnet and
Science Internet networks linking
some 6,000 computers — ranking
among the worst ever.
Cornell University grad
student Robert T. Morris, Jr., 23,
admitted writing the "virus" — a
program that spreads itself to new
systems whenever it is downloaded, often without the user's
knowledge — and helped kill it
before any files or data were destroyed.
The 6,000 computers
linked to the networks Morris infected, however, were unusable for
almost two days. The U.S. Dept.
of Justice may file charges, officials said.
At the same time, a separate computer virus named "nVir"
hit Arizona State University and

the University of Pennsylvania.
The virus found at ASU
was "benign," more of an irritant
than a destructive agent, said Chris
MacCrate of the school's Microcomputer Resource Facility
(MiRF).
It made the computers
beep, or if a Macintalk system was
in use, the virus made the machines say, "Don't panic."
Penn detected its version
of the virus when students found
they could not retrieve some of
their files or print others.
"I tried to save my resume onto my diskette, and it
seemed to save it fine, but when I
tried to print it out, it couldn't get
into that file," said Penn senior
Maria Manta. "And so my resume
was totaled and unrecoverable."
Penn senior Peter
Mathews identified the virus while
running a program named Inter-

feron, a virus killer for Macintosh
computers.
ASU's MacCrate recognized the virus in his lab by knowing about its symptoms from reading he'd done.
"The virus is nothing
new," said MacCrate, "It just took
a while to hit here."
Similar viruses infected
Baylor University and the University of Colorado computers in late
October.
During the last two school
years, the universities of Delaware,
Utah, Pittsburgh and California at
Santa Cruz and Irvine, as well as
George Washington University
have had viruses. Computer sys-

tems at IBM, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
networks like CompuServe and
Electronic Data Systems, the
world's largest computer service
company, have also suffered viruses.
The viruses, in MacCrate's estimation, are "not an
increasing problem. They're somewhat of a fad." Indeed, on November 6, one company announced it
would soon publish "Trapdoor," a
novel about a villain using a computer virus to take control over the
U.S. nuclear arsenal.
ASU's MacCrate, however, notes debugging programs
are appearing. "The problem is

there are no specific remedies for
new viruses. The remedy is reactive to the specific virus. And,"
said MacCrate, "they're like a cold.
You can get the same cold over
again."
_
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Montego Bay, Jamaica
Negril, Jamaica
Acapulco and Cancun
Daytona Beach

From
From
From
From

$399
$429
$429
$159

For information and reservations:

Dave "Mezz" Mezzapelle
@ 254-4415
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YOU QUALIFY FOR S
INSTANT CREDIT!
Start making credit purchases I
IMMEDIATELY! We * will sendl
you a Members Credit Card at I
once with NO CREDIT CHECK. |
Buy any Jewelry, Clothing, |
Sporting Goods, Watches, |
Electronics & MORE! All with |
installment payments out ofour "Giant 100+ Pages
Catalog." Take 12 months to
repay. Your personal credit
card is a second I.D.—
valuable for check cashing,
etc. plus your Students Credit
Group A-1 reference will be on
file to help you obtain other
credit cards. So send in your
$5 catalog deposit now
(Refundable with your first!
order).

I

a unisex salon
for men,
women,children

Establish your credit Today!
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
(or your Money Back)

G Perms, Cut Frostings, Cellophanes,
Hilighting Coloring, Total nail care
Kelly Wood, owner/stylist

Melissa, hairstylist • Mary, manicurist

353 Pequot Avenue Southport
Tues., Wed., Fri. 9-5 • Thurs. 9-8 • Sat. 8-4
nail-care—Thursday night and Saturday only

255-6665
10% discount
with Fairfield I.D.

Name
Address.
State .

MEMBERS
Students
CREDIT GROUP

(607)272-6964
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FLORIDA 33338 |
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Why not fill your wallet while
you re filling your brain.
Dorit just get smarter
Get a little richer at the same
time. We have some interesting, well paying jobs just for
students. Learn more about'
the business world. Don't
just study about business; be
in business!

Tell us what hours you can
work, what kind of companies
you want to work for, and what
part of town is convenient. We
want to help you get ahead.
Come in today and take a look
at our great list of jobs. It could
be a smart idea!

AMTEMP

Temporary Personnel Services LJ

A Hipp Waters Company

n

fl

209 Bedford Street • Stamford, CT 06901 • (203) 327-4400 1757 Black Rock Turnpike • Fairfield, CT 06430 • (203) 384-2900
91 East Avenue • Norwalk, CT 06850 • (203) 838-6660 537 Steamboat Road • Greenwich, CT 06830 • (203) 661 -1300
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Trash TV: Does Dirt Pay?
Sandra Di Cesare
Features Editor
It's late Wednesday night
and you've just finished your Statistics homework. Not quite tired
enough to go to bed, you decide to
see what'son TV. Flipping through
the channels, you suddenly recognize the familiar ranting voice of
Morton Downey Jr.. With a cigarette dangling from his lip, and
sweat covering his brow, he paces
back and forth across the set, listening to the stories of three female
strippers. A stream of obscenities
flow from his mouth at a woman
who is condemning the strippers
and accusing one of them of being
possessed by the devil.
Between classes one morning you decide to watch an episode
of Sally Jessy Raphael. Although
familiar with the show's sometimes less than respectable subject
matter, you decide to give it a shot
and hope that today's show is
somewhat interesting. After the
commercial break, you see four
women sitting on the stage. "This
shouldn't be too bad," you say to
yourself, sitting back in your chair.
When Ms. Raphael begins to interview her guests, however, you
realize that the women are lesbian
marriage partners.
Does dirt pay? In the November 14 issue of Newsweek an

article was published which discussed in detail the multitude of
talk shows, mini-series, and madefor-TV movies which focuse on
lurid, grisly, and shocking subject
matter.
Shock 'em to attention is the
methodology behind the networks
these days. In his article "Trash
TV" in Newsweek Magazine,
Harry F. Waters said," Battered by
dwindling audience shares and the
encroachments of cable and home
video, the television industry is
fervently embracing a radical survival tactic: anything goes as long
as it gets an audience."
Weekly ratings show that
some of the most successful shows
being aired on TV today explore
very sleazy and sordid aspects of
life. The "sensationalism" present
in these shows, however, is producing a considerably negative
affect on the reputations of networks. Critics are outraged at the
numbers of viewers tuning into
these shows. Despite the threat to
the network's reputation, many
managers of the major networks
view top ratings as their primary
goal, and disregard any standard of
decency.
One question that we have
to ask ourselves is "Why are these
shows so successful?" According
to Waters, "Trash TV wouldn't be
suddenly sweeping up those golden
ratings if it wasn't fulfilling some
deep human yearning." Is the
American public losing all sense

of morality and decency so that is
only amused and entertained by
violence, sex, and human suffering?
Some feel that today's audiences do not want the "old-fashioned" kind ow news because viewers feel powerless to change the
situation for better or worse. The
shows of today, offer the public an
opportunity to get involved. Other
critcs fear that the lurid matter
discussed on these shows may
negatively influence viewers, especially young children. Most of
these shows air during the day, so
parents are unable to supervise
what their children watch.
Many shows have been
accused of "outfreaking" each
other; presenting subject matters
that will shock people into watching. Producers feel that audiences
are tired of seeing actors and actresses simply doing "plugs" for
their latest movies.
Surprisingly, this "shock"
tactic seems to be gaining the attention of the public. Geraldo
Rivera recently did a NBC special
on devil worship. It presented such
issues as orgies, murders, and ritualistic child abuse. Although this
grisly documentary was panned by
several critics, it was the highestrated two-hour documentary ever
presented on network televison.
So are these new breed of
shows and cult figure hosts, such
as Downey and Rivera, the wave
of the future or simply a passing

Grai

craze? Some feel that tabloid TV
is just "building up steam". To add
to the already sordid list of sensational shows on the air today, there
are numerous questionable shows
planned to be out next season.
"$Rewards$", "Crime Diaries",
and "Crimewatch Tonight" are just
a few of the shows scheduled to
preview next year that deal with
crime, death, and explicit violence.
Perhaps it's futile to revolt
or protest against this type of scandalous media. It doesn't say much

for our society, however, that millions find entertainment in death,
drugs, scandal, and violence.
Networks would not air these
shows and risk their reputations if
American's appetites were not
whetted by sensational subject
matter. As difficult as it may seem
to believe, the American public
will have to accept these shows as
an integral part of network programming. Long gone are the days
of light-hearted family entertainment, like the Dinah Shore and
Merv Griffin shows.

Interior of Arts
Center Revealed
Christopher Michailoff
Executive Editor
The newest addition to
campus has been moving right on
schedule, the Leslie Quick Center
for the Arts is expected to be
completed in the fall of 1989.
The long awaited center
for the arts is "coming along
smoothly," remarked Dr. John
Barone, University Provost, who
is overseeing the project.
Dr. Barone had disclosed
the interior floor plan for the center, revealing the layout for the arts
center. The center has tried to
incorporate much of the modern
and latest design and technology.
The Quick Center will
house a 750 seat theater, which
will be used for plays and performances. This theater will be a much
needed addition to the current
University playhouse. Dr. Barone
stated, "One of the most remarkable features of this theater is that
it is entirely handicap accessible."
Handicapped students will be able
to take advantage of working both
on and behind the stage.
Another one of the center's focal points will be the "black
blox" or experimental theater. This
will be employed for minor theatrical productions, or to teach theater and stage class. It is effectively
named the "black box" theater,
since it resembles an actual "black
box".
The center for the arts is
hoped to enhance the opportunity
students have to learn about the
performing arts. This center was

planned in response to the recommendations of the Long Range
Planning Committee, and will fill
a void Fairfield now has in the area
of fine arts. It was furthermore
intended to be a visible manifestation of Fairfield's commitment to
the performing arts.
Through the main doors
of the center will be a galley, which
will house art exhibits. Thomas
Zingarelli, director of the playhouse, "Is helping to coordinate
this project" said Dr. Barone,
"because of his experience with
theater."The art center will be located next to Bellarmine Pond on
campus, and will be visible from
the main campus road.
The center is
linked to the academic
programs of the University and will serve as a
cultural resource for the
community. World-renown musical groups have
performed at the University and students present a
wide range of plays, musicals, and concerts in the
current playhouse, a small
converted garage, or in the
multi-purpose Oak Room
of the Campus Center. The
University hopes that this
"new center will enhance
these presentations and
allow expanded course offerings for Fairfield University students who, regardless of major, enroll
in a core curriculum of
liberal arts."
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Research Facilities:
Up To Par?

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:

There has been a dramatic improvement in the caliber of the
Fairfield University student over the past few years. Recruiting
from the upper levels of high school graduating classes, Fairfield
has selected what the admissions office sees as well-rounded
students with high aptitude. Upon admission to the Universtiy,
these students expect what they worked so hard for in high school
- a fine, prestigious institution.
The University, having already supplied a fine and respected faculty need only deliver the outstanding facilities necessary for them to teach adequately. However, many of these
facilities are either not supplied or inadequately supplied.
One of these facilities is Nyselius Library. Fairfield University is one of the top one hundred universities in the country, according to Baron's. Of the one hundred institutions comparable or
better than Fairfield, only eight have libraries with fewer volumes
than Nyselius. The majority of these are extremely small, one-dimensional (i.e. liberal arts or technical) schools. Fairfield consists
of a College of Arts and Sciences, a College of Business, and a
College of Nursing, as well as a School of Continuing Education
and a Graduate School of Communications.
If this university is to accept only the best, it must begin supplying the best. Nyselius was built with the capability of a thirdfloor addition; this addition can be used for more volumes, and,
most importantly, more current volumes. Fairfield University
should give these outstanding students the research facilities their
credentials require.
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We'd like to extend our
thanks and appreciation to the Class
of 1990 and members of rotaract
for all they did in making our picnic for the handicapped of the Ella
Grasso Regional Center such a big
success.
It was great to see 40 people
at 10:30am preparing for the arrival of the handicapped people.
While most of campus slept away
the hours of a Saturday morning,

all of them made an effort to get up,
and the handicapped and mentally
retarded loved them for it. Their
dancing and playing with these individuals will not be forgotten by
them or their staff for a long while.
The staff from the center
couldn't thank us enough for all
we did, as it doesn't happen often
that these people leave the center.
They were very impressed with all
the enthusiam that all of you possessed.
We would also like to thank

Seller's for the terrific job they did
in providing the food and magnificant cake for the picnic. Our thanks
also go out to Ben Jaurigue, who
provided the music to keep us
dancing all afternoon.
Once again, thanks to everyone so much for making the
event such a successful one. The
time and effort will not be forgotten by us or the mentally retarded
individuals for a long time.
Sean Carroll
Mike McPadden

189 Nights: A Senior Tradition
To the Editor,
I am proud to be a student at
Fairfield University. I feel privileged to be among such an outstanding group of people. I also
feel very fortunate that as a senior
I was able to add 189 Nights to my
memorable experiences at Fairfield. It's just unfortunate that one
senior does not feel that way.
Anne £. Burke's Letter to
the Editor in last week's Mirror
thoroughly annoyed me. And, no,
I am not angry because what she
said applies to me. I am angry
because Ms. Burke feels she has
the right to reprimand and judge
her fellow classmates. Well, if she
has no qualms about speaking her
mind, I think I'd like to speak mine.
First of all, who does Ms.
Burke think she is? Somehow, she
seems to have gotten confused as
to who was responsible for her
fellow classmates' actions. She is
apalled by the seniors' actions at
189 Nights, and she is ashamed of
us as a result. Oh, my. It is to my
understanding that in purchasing a
ticket for the event, every senior
signed a waver claiming responsibility for their own actions. Did
Anne Burke sign a waver for 499
of her classmates? Was she designated the senior spokesperson to
offer apologies to Sante's Manor
and the bus company? Who told
her it was her responsiblility to
watch over all of us on November
11th?
Our senior class was
brought together that night to celebrate our past years and last year at
Fairfield. Most of all we came together to have a good time. From
the general concensus, most seniors had a terrific time.
I understand Ms. Burke's
concern for the amount of drinking
that occurred. And, yes, although
I did not see it myself, I'm sure
some people got sick and others,
yes, did pass out. Maybe their
behavior wasn't appropriate, but
did any of those people that passed
out bother you, Ms. Burke? I hardly
think they could have.
Being an adult, like yourself, I feel fully responsible for my
actions at 189 Nights. I am completely aware of what I did, and I
do remember the San I had: imagine that? I socialized, danced,
drank, and I had a great time. I see
nothing wrong with my actions or
anyone else's for that matter because I was only concerned about
my own.
Obviously your idea of fun
at 189 Nights included playing
investigative reporter. Among 500
celebrating people, some drunkenness is not too unusual. Others
felt getting drunk, or passing out,

or getting sick was fun. Each person was entitled to have fun in their
own way. It was our night to
celebrate, remember?
Ms. Burke, if you, being
coherent, had spent a little more
time socializing and dancing like
the rest of us, you would have been
less concerned with everyone else's
behavior. Minding your own business is a good rule to live by in this
world. Imagine how your coworkers will feel if you, being out
in the Real World, sit back and
pass judgement on them at the
office Christmas party? Learning
to tolerate people is important as is
learning to have a good time.
Ms. Burke, I am not trying
to offend you: I just felt the need to
defend myself and our classmates
who feel the same way as I do. For
those in agreement with your point
of view, that's fine. Everyone is
entitled to their opinion.
I do, however, want to offer
you, Ms. Burke, my condolences
in being ignorant towards people
who act differently than yourself.
Welcome to the Real World. Learn
to tolerate different types of people
and stop passing judgement on
others. Hey, you certainly acted
differently than I did, at 189 Nights,
and I didn't feel the need to inform
the Mirror of that fact. Anyway,
I'll see you at 89 Nights, Anne
Burke, or, maybe not. That's your
choice.
Christine Guidera
Class of '89
To the Editor,
This letter is in regards to
last week's letter by Anne Burke
about the behavior of seniors at
189 Nights. First of all, I resent the
fact that Ms. Burke feels she has
the right to act for the entire class
by offering an apology to Sante's
Manor and the bus company. If an
apology is to be made, I think it
should be from the security people
at Sante's Manor to the many
people from our class whom they
severely mistreated. I don't think
they realized we were paying them.
Their attitude and behavior was
certainly unfriendly and uncalled
for.
As far as you being ashamed
to be a student at this school, that is
your business and far from my
point of view. The idea of the night
was a party. Most people consider
that a good time. And yes, some
people do enjoy an occasional alcoholic beverage at a party. If this
"scares and shocks" you, then don't
go. I, however, didn't see a great
number of students vomiting anywhere. If you did see this happen,

then I would thank you not to judge
my friends and myself, and certainly not my school, by these actions.
At the end of the letter Ms.
Burke implies that if her letter has
made anyone angry that means that
they had acted out of line. Well,
yes, Ms. Burke, your letter got me
angry, but suprise, surprise, I did
not puke anywhere, I remember
the evening, and I do not need your
condolences.
Sean McMahon '89
To the Editor,
I am writing in response to
Anne Burke's letter of November
17, regarding 189 Nights. She
painted a picture of the event that
was comparable to a scene from a
horror film, which is certainly not
how I recall the evening. Quite to
the contrary, I saw a relatively
civilized group of friends talking,
laughing, and dancing. I saw old
friends reminiscing about the past
four years, and I saw others getting
acquainted with classmates they
had never known before. It was
indeed a wonderful opportunity for
the Class of '89 to celebrate the
beginning of the final countdown
towards graduation. However, it
was not, as Ms. Burke so eloquently
put it, a night during which "duke
was splayed" on every floor. Drinking has become a part of many
social functions in today's world,
and this was no exception. Perhaps some of the 550 people present overindulged, but that is not
unusual for such a large gathering,
nor is it a reflection of the entire
student body of our school.
We all know that Fairfield
U. is an excellent institution dedicated to enhancing its students intellectually, socially, and morally.
I am shocked that anyone would
suggest that Fairfield has provided
us with "the qualities of becoming
an alcoholic." Alcoholism is a
serious disease, and not one that is
taken lightly by the students or the
administration of the this university.
On behalf of everyone who
enjoyed the night as much as I did,
I would like to thank Beth Gillin
and Greg Scanlon, who planned
and arranged the event independently of FUSA. Their hard work
and dedication resulted in an evening that made me proud to be a
member of Fairfield University's^
Classof'89. It is a class filled with
people who exemplify the Jesuit
tradition. I offer my condolences
to anyone who is ashamed to be a
part of it.
Christine Carolan
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Thank God For Captain Crunch
Sallianne Norelli
Staff Writer
You've got to give credit where
credit is due.*To say the least of the
food here in the Student Dining
Hall, it is creative. I mean it's not
like they try to serve the same
things over and over. And this fine
eating establishment can brag about
its quality. Yes, variety and quality are the two words that come to
mind when I think of the food here.
No sir, there's no repetition
on their menus. It's not like the
vegetarian omelet returns at dinner
disguised as three cheese quiche.
I'm sure it's purely coincidental
that the white rice from dinner is in
any way connected with the
chicken rice soup the next day at
lunch. My personal favorite is the
broccoli casserole that reappears
as broccoli quiche the very next
meal. This is to say nothing of
Tuesday's Swedish meatballs that
surface again on Wednesday as
meatball grinders. Or how about
those direct duplicates like Turkey
Divan and Roast Turkey? Come
on now. Do they think we can't see
through this?
And what is vegetarian
vegetable soup? I thought all
vegetables were vegetarian. Are
they going to offer carnivorous
carnivore soup next Friday?
Wouldn't that be interesting?

I find it very amusing that
they try to pass off the week's
leftovers as "ITALIAN NIGHT."
I am one hundred percent Italian
and I can assure you that I cannot
recognize a single food they are
offering on this night. They'd better
watch their step or someone is
likely to come after them for giving Italians a bad name!
How do they get away with
having eggplant parmigiana on
Monday, chicken parmigiana on
Tuesday, and veal parmigiana on
Wednesday? How do we differentiate between the three? They are
all round, mushy, and reddishbrown. Who's to say which is
which?
And what's with the meat
they serve here? I read the menu
on one particular evening and a
rather gruesome image came to
mind. They were offering sliced
lamb legs—not leg of lamb, but
sliced lamb legs. Somehow this
description just doesn't seem all
that appetizing to me. I envision a
man in the backroom wrestling the
livestock to the ground and slicing
off their whiite, furry legs and
puttng them on people's plates.
Are we to look forward to more
gruesome descriptions such as dismembered pig and carcas of dead
bird? I wouldn't put it past them.

Now what about the Liver
Fiesta? How many college actually like liver—three maybe? And
do we need to have it thrown in our
faces that they mock us and call it
a FIESTA? I think the word they
were looking for is FIASCO.
LIVER FIASCO. That's more like
it.
Of all the savory items on
the menu, one really stuck in my
mind. For Brunch (mind you this
is 11:00 Sunday morning) they
were offering WAFFLES AND
CREAMED CHICKEN. Now
there's the all American breakfast
combination. Do people go home
for Christmas break and ask their
moms to make that wholesome
favorite—waffles smothered with
creamed chicken? I don't want to
see that or even hear about it after
I've just seen someone's lunch
spewed on the bathroom floor.
What's the matter? Why do
people avoid the cafeteria whenever possible? Don't they want to
be stuffed with starch? After all,
potatoes, pasta, and pitas are an
extremely well balanced combination.
I've got to hand it to these
people though. They are not stupid. They can pull off quite a scam
when they set their minds to it.
Take Parent's Weekend for in-

stance. I'll never forget walking
into the dining hall with my parents. It looked like the Russian
Tea Room. Flowers, candles, tablecloths, glass ashtrays—they

even took away the dirty silverware bins that splash filthy water
in your face. And they didn't serve
warm cold cuts, instead they had
roast beef, fresh rolls, seven layer
cakes, and cold drinks. While I'm
in a state of shock, Mom turns to
me with the classic line, "Why do
you complain about the food here?

It's excellent." Parents just don't
understand this culinary fraud.
(Perhaps they should use some of
the money they're making off of
the breakfasts no one attends to

hire a detective to find out where
the food disapears to during the
rest of the year. Other than eating
out every night of the week, there's
not much I can do about the food
here. I just thank God for Captain
Crunch! If it weren' t for him, half
the school would have starved to
death by now.

The Donovans Bring A Message of Solidarity
Jim Sheridan
Staff Writer
This weekend, Fairfield
University will be honored by the
presence of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Donovan. The Donovans
are the parents of Jean Donovan,
one of the four churchwomen slain
in El Slavador in 1980.
Jean Donovan was born
and raised in Connecticut in an affluent Republican family. Despite
opportunities for a successful business career, she decided to become
a Maryknoll missionary. She travelled to El Salvador in 1978, where
she began work as a catechist.

It was there that she encountered a reality completely
unlike that which she had known
in the United States. Despite the
shocking violence and poverty that
surrounded her there, she became
closely attached to the Salvadoran
people, and thus continued her
work in refugee camps among
people who had been displaced by
the war and the oppressive situations caused by it.
Sister Dorothy Kazel, an
Ursuline Sister from Cleveland,
had been working in El Salvador
since 1974, mostly with refugees
in the area surrounding the coastal
cityofLaLibertad. SisterItaFord,
who had worked as a Maryknoll

sisterinChilefrom 1973 until 1980,
had learned through the Pinochet
regime what repression and injustice meant. In 1980, she responded
to the call of Archbishop Oscar
Romero for missionary workers in
his archdiocese of San Salvador.
Sister Maura Clarke had spent
much of her time as a Maryknoll
missionary in Nicaragua from 1959
onwards. In 1980, she decided to
join Ita Ford in El Salvador in her
work with the refugees.
On the evening of December 2, 1980, Ita Ford and Maura
Clarke were met at the airport in
Tegucigalpa, El Salvador, by
Dorothy Kazel and Jean Donovan,
who were to drive them to the

missionary sight. On the road from
the airport, they were halted at a
military roadblock where their van
was taken by Salvadoran military
personnel. Then the four women
were taken to a remote spot along
a side road, were brutally abused,
and then executed.
While the response of the
United States government was
minimal, and their support for the
Salvadoran regime continues, the
oppressed people of El Salvador
have claimed these deaths as four
oftheir own, making them part of
the martyrology of the Christian
communities throughout Latin
America.
This grounds well of reli-

Letters to the Editor, Continued
To the Editor,
The week of November 1319 was National Hunger and
Homelessness Awareness Week.
To mark this time at Fairfield
University, the Faith and Justice
Coalition planned several events
culminating with the Oxfam Fast
on Thursday, November 17. We
are pleased that the week's activities went well and with the success
of the Oxfam Fast. Over 800 participants fasted, and close to $2000
was raised for Oxfam America.
We would like to take this
opportunity to thank all who contributed to Oxfam '88, especially
those who fasted. Without fasters,
Oxfam does not happen. And on
that note, we would also like to
thank Mr. Luther Fritzinger, Ms.
Helen Hoban and the Seilers Corporation, for the Student Meal
Rebate Program. Also, for those
fasters who are not on the meal
plan, but fasted and donated the
money they would have spent on
food, thank-you.
Special thanks go to Ms.
Kori Dinnean of the Office of Faith,
Peace and Justice Programs for her

assistance in organizing the Hunger Banquet, and Mrs. Kay Martin,
Father Jim Hayes, Father John
Michalowski, and Mrs. Paula
Oddis, all in Campus Ministry, for
their unending help and support.
Thanks to all who participated in
the Hunger Banquet and the Trivia

Contest, we hope you found it fun
and rewarding. Thanks to Mr.
Fitzpatrick and Matt Dinnan for
their assistance in the Campus
Center during the week. Last, but
most important, a very special
thanks goes to our moderator Father Paul Carrier for the assistance

and support he has given us from
the day we began to plan Oxfam
'88.
The Faith and Justice
Coalition

To the Editor,
A special note to thanks and
encouragement is extended to
Brian Dunleavy, Terry Sullivan,
Ann Marie Puckhaber, Lynn Ann
Casey, Ann DeVivo and others,
for their continuing coverage of
the visual and performing arts on
and off campus.
When students take the time
and make the effort to convey thenopinions, thoughts, and insights
about the arts, they effectively set
out role models to other students
and peers to become involved.
"Bravo" to these young arts critics
and correspondents who are enriching our campus life!
Philip Eliasoph
Fine Arts Department

gion as a force for social justice is
what we occasionally hear of on
the news as' having to do with
"liberation theology." The visit of
the Donovans, who have continued to spread Jean's message of
solidarity with the oppressed, offers the Fairfield community a
chance to understand in depth the
meaning of an active faith, and of
the terrible realities faced by the
underpriveleged in out own hemisphere.
The Donovans will arrive
on Saturday, and on Sunday will
attend the Glee Club concert in the
Loyola Chapel at 7 pm. They will
talk at 8 pm in the Loyola Chapel
on Monday, December 5th. All
are encouraged to attend.

Glee Club
Holds Holiday Concert
PR- The Fairfield University Glee Club's annual holiday
concert, "A Song of Joy," will be
held on Sunday, Dec. 4 at 2pm in
the Campus Center Oak Room.'
General admission is $4; students
and seniors, $2.
The Club will present traditional holiday music as well as
music for brass and choir, including "Magnificat" by Hank Beebe,
"Canticum Gaudii" by Flor Peeters,
"O Holy Night" by Adolphe Adam,
and "Soprano Solo" by Jodie
Ambrosino. Joining the singers
will be the all-brass Festival Orchestra.
The Chamber Singers, made
up of members of the Glee Club,
will perform "For Unto Us a Child
was born" from "Messiah," along
with other holiday favorites.
Carole Ann CoyneMaxwell of Westport directs the
Glee Club.

Arts and Entertainment
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These Are The Voyages...
Edward Hines, Jr.
Staff Writer
Star Trek: The Next
Generation began its second season this past Saturday with a delightfully beautiful episode entitled
"The Child", a story in which
Counselor Deanna Troi discovers
she is pregnant.
While the Enterprise is
receiving her new chief medical
officer, Doctor Katherine Pulaski,
from ExcelsioT-class starship Ripalse, and arranging to bring aboard
a deadly plasma strain desperately
needed on an infected planet, a
mysterious alien life force invades
the ship and impregnates Deanna.
The entity is born to the counselor
within a few days as a human male
child, whom she names Ian (after
her father), and grows to the stage
of eight years quite rapidly. When
the child discovers he is the inadvertant cause of an unprecedented
growth of one of the plasma cultures—the maturation of which
would kill the entire crew, he allows himself to die. Before departing the ship, he tells his mother
Deanna that he was simply curious
when the Enterprise flew by him
in space, and so decided to go

through the process of being born
in order to learn about humans.
It was indeed a heartwarming feeling to see the crew
once again after so long a wait.
Dennis McCarthy's customarily
outstanding score triumphantly
welcomes the Enterprise back to
television as she glides effortlessly
across our screens in one of several
new and beautifully spectacular
flybys. The writers waste no time
getting directly into the story, effectively balancing the scenes to
feature the characters in their own
"re-introductory" segments.
A slimmer Marina
Sirtis, looking fantastic in her new

uniform and hairstyle as Deanna,
is the center of this story's attention. While the sudden pregnancy
comes as a shock to her, Bill Riker
is no less taken by surprise and immediately wants to know who the
father is. I detect a resurfacing of
their relationship as an outcome of
this entire occurrence, especially
in light of the tender moment of
affection he displays toward her
(the kiss) and her pleasant receptiveness. An important point I
should bring out is Deanna's
emphatic dismissal of the suggestion that the child fetus be aborted.
She doesn't care where it came
from; her respect and love of all

life wills her to carry the baby and
have it at its proper time. We
grieve with her, however, when
the unexpected baby she has
learned to love is forced to leave
her.
Poor Data is so startled
when he bumps into Deanna in the
corridor and is asked to remain
with her while the baby is born, but
his childlike fascination with
human life and its creation overwhelms him in wonder as he holds
Deanna's hand and witnesses life's
great miracle of birth.
Kate objects when the
counselor chooses the android to
stand with her, thinking Troi would
much rather prefer a warm, fleshand-blood hand to a cool appendage of circuitry. Data later tries to
set things straight when he corrects the doctor in her mispronunciation of his name, and is to a
certain degree successful when
Pulaski realizes that he does have
feelings and a sense of self that can
be injured by a simple misnomer.
A troubled Wes, upset
that he will have to leave Enterprise
to join his mother, is approached
by the sympathetic Guinan
(Whoopi Goldberg) in Ten Forward. She believes that he is fi-

nally of age to choose what is best
for himself, despite what others
may wish him to do. He elects to
remain on the ship, thanks to approval from Picard.
Finally, we come to the
captain. Jean-Luc is obviously
upset at Beverly's departure to
become chief of Starfleet Medical,
even to the point where he forgets
Kate Pulaski's name, is sharp with
her at their meeting; and then can't
even look Wesley in the face, much
less speak with him. Picard is
reluctant at first to grant the boy
permission to remain aboard, but
later accedes; he'll at least be able
to take care of Bev's son and help
shape him into a fine likeness of
his father Jack, Picard's deceased
friend. And who knows? Bevmay
just drop by someday....
Fans will note that
space station Tango Sierra, seen at
the end of this episode, is the same
model used for space laboratory
Regula One in Star Trek II.
Welcome,
Diana
Muldaur and Whoopi Goldberg,
and congratulations on fine performances.
And the adventure
continues...

Scrooged: A Merry Christmas Gift
Tony Germinario
Staff Writer
Each year, Thanksgiving
break affords us the opportunity to
take a break from our studies and
get a few home cooked meals into
our systems. It also gives us the
chance to see any one of the new
releases which come out in theaters just in time for the Christmas
season. One of the most eagerly
anticipated movies of the season
being Scrooged,
starring Bill
Murray.

Scrooged is a modern day
version of Charles Dickens' A
Christmas Carol in which Murray
plays Frank Cross, or today's

Ebeneezer Scrooge. Cross is the
youngest president in the history
of a major television network, and
abuses his power so greatly that he
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openly invites the hatred of those
around him. He is then visited by
the ghosts of Christmas Past, Present, and Future in order to turn him
into the model citizen.
It is a treat to see Murray
back on the screen in a starring
role. One of the premier comedians of our time, Murray uses his
patented facial expressions and
executes witty one-liners in perfect form to properly develop the
stylish script written by Mitch
Glazer and Michael O'Donoghue.
His presence dominates the screen
as he gives one of his best performances in recent times, comparable
to his effort in Stripes.
Murray does not pull off
this work of art by himself. He is
supported by an excellent cast.
Karen Allen plays his ex-wife and
current love interest.
Robert
Mitchum plays his bewildered boss
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while Bobcat Goldthwait plays the
distraught underling whom Murray just fired on Christmas Eve.
John Forsythe, Carol Kane, and
Buster Pointdexter all do wonderful jobs in portraying the ghosts
that come to haunt Murray's character. However, even with such an
excelllent cast, it is Murray who
steals the show.
Of all the movies that will
come out this season, Scrooged
should be at the top of everyone's
list, even if it is only to see the
return of the talents of Bill Murray, v
This "Feel-Happy" film will have
you leaving with a smile.
Other films to look for
this season are Twins starring
Arnold Schwarzenegger and
Danny DeVito, Tequila Sunrise
with Mel Gibson, Michelle Pfieffer, and Kurt Russell, and The
Naked Gun starring Leslie Nielsen
of Airplane fame.

and need help...
trtfjrtfffjt
238 JEWETT AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

06606

CALL: 372-2777
1-800-848-LOVE
Free Pregnancy Test
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Singers to Appear on T.V.
Edward Hines, Jr.
Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editor
The Chamber Singers from
the Fairfield University Glee Club
were recently asked to perform
their Christmas repertoire for the
"Hour Christmas Special," a television program that will broadcast
Christmas morning on WWOR,
Channel 9, out of Secaucus. The
group of approxiamately 30 select
students will travel to New Rochelle, New York, on Tuesday afternoon, December 13, to pre-record
the program. Among the songs
featured will be a light-hearted rendition of "Jingle Bells," the familiar "Adeste Fideles" ("O Come,

All Ye Faithful"), and the powerful "For Unto Us A Child is Born"
from the Christmas section of
Handel's The Messiah.
The 68 members of the
Fairfield University Glee Club and
the Chamber Singers will perform
their annual Christmas Concert on
Sunday, December 4, in the Oak
Room at 2 p.m. The audience is in
for a special treat as this year's
yuletide repertoire is especially
designed for a powerful brass choir.
In addition to the recognizable
"Hallelujah!" chorus from The
Messiah, the group will perform
the lofty "O Come, Emmanuel"
and their customary "Joy to the
World," among others. Portions
of the donation (adults, $4; stu-

dents/senior citizen, $2) will go to
the Jamaica emergency fund. Both
groups will repeat this concert on
Saturday, December 10 during their
annual performance at St. Catherine of Siena Church in Greenwich.
The Glee Club will also
present their yearly Christmas Pops
Concert in the foyer of the Campus
Center on Wednesday, December
7 at 11:45 and 12:45. Solo performances of familiar yuletide
carols are also featured. The group
completes its first semester's work
by singing in our University's
Christmas Mass in Alumni Hall on
Sunday, December 11.
The Fairfield University
Glee Club and the Chamber Singers are directed by Mrs. Carol Ann
Covne-Maxwell.
Coyne-Maxwell.

Quartet to Perform at F.U.
PR-The idea to celebrate the
80th birthday of Oliver Messian,
one of the most important composres of modern times, originated
in conversation between friends
two years ago and has become reality.
On Friday, Dec. 2, Fairfield
University's Evenings of Music
Series will present a performance
of "Quartet for the End of Time,"
written by Messian in a World War
II German prison camp and first
performed on makeshift instruments in the camp.
Gervase de Peyer, an Englishman who is one of the most
recorded clarinetists in the world,
and his friend Nathaniel Rosen,
the first American cellist to win the
Tchaikovsky International Competition's Gold Medal, started discussing the idea of honoring Messiaen in 1986.

With encouragement from
their representatives, Wentworth
Associates, the duo formed a quartet with pianist Santiago Rodriguez
and violinist Robert McDuffie.
They will perofrm "Quartet for the
End of Time" in a special, nineconcert nationwide tour. The Fairfield concert will be held in the

Playhouse Presents Orchards
[PR] The Fairfield University Playhouse will present Orchards, a
series of seven stories by Russian
author Anton Chekhov rewritten
for the stage as one-act plays by
seven American playwrites beginning Monday, December 5th.
The play runs through December 10th with one daily performance at 8 p.m.. Tickets are $8
for general admission and $4 for
seniors. All seats are reserved. For
tickets please call the Playhouse
Box Office at 254-4010.
Orchards was written for
The Acting Company's 1986 tour
that featured the late John Houseman as the producing artistic director.
"The idea was not simply to
adapt or dramatize the stories, but
to use them as a cue for the creation
of short theatrical pieces to be
produced by the Company,"

$NEED CASH?
$500/1,000 stuffing envelopes!
Guaranteed! Rush stamped
addressed envelope:
Mail-Co Box 02678/XW6723
SE 16th
Portland, OR 97202

Houseman said at the time.
The authors include Spalding Gray, known for his autobiographical monologues; John Guare,
author of the book and lyrics for
the Tony Award-winning musical
Two Gentleman of Verona ; Maria
Irene Fornes, author ofPro menade
and The Conduct of Life; David
Mamet, author of the 1984 Pulitzer
Prize-winner Glengarry Glen Ross
; Micahel Weller writer of the
screenplays for Hair and Ragtime
; Wendy Wasserstein, author of
Uncommon Womenand Others and
Tender Offer ; and Samm-Art
Williams, who collaborated on the
book, Lena Home: The Lady and
Her Music.
The play will be directed by
Tom Zingarelli, artistic director of
the Playhouse who was recently
named director of the Regina A.
Quick Center for the Arts that is

Fall leaf cleanup
6 weeks

$7.50 an hour
Call 259-6951

259-1839

after 6 p.m.
Ask for Stan or Joan

Campus Center Oak Room beginning at 8 p.m.
Messiaen, who has extensively recorded birdsongs in the
wild, also uses the songs of birds in
his music. "The opening movement of 'Quartet for the End of
Time' is full of sounds that reflect
nature," de Peyer said.
under construction at the university.
The cast members are: seniors Steve Angelo and Linda Williams, juniors Linda Checkman and
Scott Nugent, sophomres Elizabeth Colomello, Anthony McKiernan and Michael Romer, and

In music this week several bands had albums and/or singles
released. In the Heavy Metal department Ratt, Queensryche and
Metalica have all released albums. Ratt's first single off of Reach for
the Sky, "Way Cool Jr.", was released this week and the video was
featured on MTV. Queensryche and Metalica have also released
critically acclaimed albums with the latest from Queensryche being
compared to Pink Floyd's The Wall.
In television news, Michael Gross, the mild-mannered father on
NBC's, will play mass murderer Michael Maddox in an upcoming HBO
special. Gross describes this change in character as a means to make him
recognized as a serious actor.
U2 released the "Hollywood Remix" of "Desire" this week. The
video and song differ greatly from the version that appears on Rattle &
Hum. On seeing the video, you get the impression that this is the way the
band wanted the song to sound. The clip and track features footage of
fire arm violence in Los Angeles.
On a slightly different note, let me congratulate the Chamber
Singers for their priveledge to perform on Christmas Day on Channel 9
WWOR (see accompanying article). This is truly a well deserved honor
and I know I'll be watching.
The Fairfield University Playhouse will begin their production of
Orchards, a selection of plays by the Russian Chehkov, on Monday
December 5th. Under the guidance of Tom Zingarelli, the play will run
through Saturday December 10th at the Playhouse. The cast members
are: Steve Angelo, William Bevaqua, John Bowker, Michele Breen,
Kara Callender, Linda Checkman, Eileen Hanrahan, Larry Leete,
Paul Marcarelli, Anthony McKiernan and Scott Nugent. Tickets are
on sale at the Playhouse Box Office at 254-4010.
Upcoming at Toad's Place in New Haven, December 1, NRBQ;
December 11, The Ramones; and (over Christmas Break) December 29,
Information Society.
Back on campus, I would once again like to encourage everyone
to attend the American Art from the Kennedy Galleries exhibit at the
Center for Financial Studies. The exhibit is the largest of its kind at
Fairfield and will be concluding in early January.
And that's the way it is...
n or
Benny
Goodman.
The
second
half
This tour will be the first
time the four musicians have of the program will be the "Quartet
worked together, but de Peyer said for the End of Time."
Tickets are $8 for general
that the quartet has been working
admission and $5 for seniors. For
well in rehearsals.
The quartet will open the more information, call the Office
Fairfield performance with "So- of Special Events at (203) 254nata for Violin and Cello" by Ravel 4000, ext. 2646.
and move into a series of contrasts
for violin, clarinet, and piano writfreshmen Bill Bevacqua, Michelle
Breen, Eileen Hanrahan and Paul
Marcarelli.
The Fairfield production of
Orchards is dedicated to the
memory of John Houseman, who
died earlier this fall.

JOpen ^ookShop
27 Unquowa Road • Fairfield ■ 259-1412
A literary landmark m Fairfield unce I95J
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classics
cliff notes
cards
calendars

DON'T WAIT!
BOOK NOW FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
on* way

LONDON
PARIS
ROME

round trip

from NtW YORK

179
229
269
TMHIS

BUENOS A IRES 778
CARACAS
320
TOKYO
739
not induO—1.

ALSO: Work-Study Abroad. Language
Courses. Int'l Student ID. Youth Hostel
Passes. EUR AIL Passes issued on the spot!
Call for the FREE CIEE Student Travel Catalog!

562-5335

Open MondaySaturday
9:30-5:30
(near Community Theater)

YALE CO-OP East
77 Broadway. New Haven
Cleaning/Handyman Wanted. Part:
time year round for Fairfield office. Services include: Cleaning, mowing, painting, minor repairs, etc. . Requires
car. Flexible hours, 8-10 hours per
week. Evenings and weekends. Call
366-2564.

Now Open Sundays 4-10 p.m.
Ask About Our Specials

Food For Thought
the weekend deli for Fairfield University
Home of the "Sioux City Special"
FREE DELIVERY Campus Friday & Saturdayys 6 p.m. -1 a.m.

Brian Dunleavy
Arts and Entertainment Editor

gfr^ffi
SPRINGBREA K- *> ™
CANCUN $429Feb. 25-Mar. 18
-Mar. 25 $529

PUERTO VALLARTA $599
-Mar. 25 $649
VENEZUELA thm NEW. EXOTIC DESTINATION!
Incl. all hottlrvom tmxmm A smrvieu ehargms.
Ompmrturm tmxas not included.

BOOK NOW I

562-5335

255-5558

YALE CO-OP East
77 Broadway. New Haven
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Kings of the Court:
Kool and the Gang
Tom Maguire
Staff Writer
If you want to see. a team
send their opponents to the showers, better than Oklahoma and Billy
Tubbs, then follow the king of the
intramural hoop courts: Kool and
the Gang. Most of their victories
are of the double-digit variety; and
they're just cruising through the
regular season. Wait until playoff
time, when the smiles on their faces
turn to growls as they strive towards their second intramural
basketball championship.
This team has the best
components to make up a winning
squad. They are all good shooters,
especially Jeff Ryan; they rebound
well, with the likes of Harry Wallance; and play good team defense
led by Bill Burke and John Delahunt. Kool and the Gang even
have a "team mouth," Johnny
Logan. All of these, and others,
are the bread-n-butter for a championship ballclub.
The "Kool" in "Kool and
the Gang" comes from Captain
Johnny Logan. People don't see
him as the leader of the team, only
the spokesman. His flashy playmaking ability draws rave reviews
from adversaries, even though one
of his teammates called his game
"so weak." Logan did not play
organized hoops before coming to
Fairfield, but he has enough sense
to hit the open jumper. He is one of
the main links to this fine chain of
players.
Jeff "Scooter" Ryan is
probably the purest shooter on the
squad. He went on a scoring tear in
last year's playoffs to lead "The
Gang" to their first A league title.

ESSAYS & REPORTS

116,278 to choose from —all subjects

| Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD I

800-351-0222
in Calit. I213M77-8226

Or, rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports
111322 Idaho Ave #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025 |
Custom research also available—all levels

Scooter is averaging about 15 ppg
this year, and most of his points
come from outside the paint. Ryan
is the point guard in this club even
though Logan states, "We have yet
to see his passing ability." But
when Scooter is on rapid-fire, the
ball is too hot for him to pass up the
shot.
Center Harry "Matt" Wallace does a yeoman's job on the
boards. He is a strong, big man
who has a nice touch from the
outside, and doesn't flinch from
strong opposition. Grabbing a large
number of boards, Matt makes for
a great spark to start the fastbreak.
His "greatest shoes on campus"
allow him to rise above all opposition.
Early in the semester, forward Bill Burke broke his elbow
and was not seen at the Rec Plex
courts for weeks. He now seems
fully healed and the layoff has not
hurt his leaping ability, even though
he did miss one dunk this season.
Burke is probably the best allaround talent on the team from
baseline to baseline. He plays big
for a swingman which helps him in
tight games. His great passes are
so slick, that even Larry Bird would
have a tough time defending Burke.
John "O Man" Delahunt is
the defensive specialist on the team.
His quickness helps O Man's extraordinary shot blocking ability.
He has great ball handling for a big
man, and when he finishes the
fastbreak O Man looks like James
Worthy gliding in for a bucket.
Logan calls O Man, "The best pregame show. He dunks during
warm-ups, but come game time O
Man comes away with great numbers."

NEED TYPING DONE?
Done at student's convenience
at my home
Punctuation and spelling checked
Reasonable rates
For more information please call
Fern at 849-1115

Phil Nugebaur is a guard
trapped in a big man's body. He is
another pure shooter on this team,
and when he is called upon, he can
turn up the heat and score like he
did in the first game of the new
season. Phil is deadly when left
open which happens sometimes
when opposing defenses collapse
in the middle. He also has the team
leadership role in pointing out
mistakes while catching a breath.
When he's on the bench he bears
the resemblance of Bobby Knight
and Rollie Masimino coaching
their teammates not to play sloppy.
Vic Cunningham is the only
senior on the squad and his discipline and leadership is what this
team needs. Vic is the technical
foul shooting specialist on the team
and Logan says, "he fills that role
nicely." Cunningham is the hustler on the club, diving after loose
balls and banging with the big men.
The newcomer to this team
is Brendan "X-man" Sullivan. He
is the best sixth man in A ball,
which every team needs. Brendan
rips a great number of boards,
mostly on the offensive glass. His
position under the basket gives him
the ability to draw fouls, but miss
layups.
The competition for the A
league championship will be tough,
but winnable, especially the final
game where they will have to face
either "The Balls" or "The Misfits." Both of these teams have
talent and teamwork, but "Kool
and the Gang" is just too overpowering a club to let either team stand
in their way of a second championship. Kool and the Gang is the best
that Stag hoops has to offer outside
Alumni Hall.
Bookkeeper/Clerical Assistant Wanted
for Fairfield Attorney CPA Tax Season.
20-30 hours per week, late afternoons,
evenings, and weekends. Flexible hours.
Skills required: some word processing,
light typing, reception, light bookkeeping.
Requires energetic individual. Call
366-2564,

32 Surf's Up!
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Ladies Beat Reno
turkey, because the Lady Stags
completely turned their shooting
around, connecting on 46% of their
The Fairfield Lady Stags shots from the field, and 71 % from
spent their Thanksgiving last week the line, and they parlayed that
in Reno, Nevada as they opened improved shooting into a comforttheir season at the Thanksgiving able victory over the Wolfpack
Classic held on the campus of the from Reno. Mikelic was 7 of 12
University of Nevada-Reno. They from the field in this one, a marked
came back to Fairfield, Monday, improvement from the previous
with a 1-2 record. Despite the fact day, and she finished with 20 points
that they had to withstand two and 9 rebounds. Gailor continued
losses, the ladies came back to the to impress by throwing in 19 points.
friendly confines of F.U. with some Brickhouse was again a force under
optimistic news. First, and proba- the boards, snaring 7 caroms as the
bly the best news for the Lady ladies dominated. Lynne Friel,
Stags, Kathy Gailor, a junior who one of Coach Dianne Nolan's
had previously spent time with the highly touted freshmen also was
ladies fulfilling the role of the impressive as she contributed 8
"sparkplug" off the bench, stepped points and dished out 3 assists.
into a starting guard's role and Overall this game was a much
filled up the hoop to the tune of 16 needed confidence booster for the
ladies as they headed into the tourpoints per game.
Game 1: Fresno St. 80 nament's final day with a game
against San Diego State.
Fairfield 61
Game 3: SDSU 78 FairBelieve it or not, there were
two bright spots in this game, de- field 56
How quickly fortunes
spite the disparity in the final score.
Gailor established herself as a change. As soon as the ladies had
credible scoring threat by tossing picked themselves up off the floor
in 18 points to lead the ladies. The and dusted themselves off quite
other bright spot was the fact that nicely, the surfer-girls from San
Tabitha Brickhouse, a junior from Diego caught the Lady Stags cauBridgeport who had been confined tiously basking in the sunny glow
to limited playing time in her past of their victory and promptly
two seasons, came off the bench to kicked sand in the Stagette's faces.
contribute 9 points on 4 of 6 shoot- There's not much to say here, San
ing, while also contributing 5 Diego pretty much dominated the
game. Led by Chana Perry's 28
rebounds to her team's cause.
29% shooting by the ladies points and 12 rebounds San Diego
in the first half contributed strongly raced to a comfortable 42-28
to their demise as they ended the halftime lead and coasted from
half, trailing 48-28. They stayed there.
The Lady Stags were led by
even with the Lady Bulldogs in the
second half, but by then it was too Mikelic in this one as she scored 22
late. 5 for 21 free throw shooting, points, dished out 4 assists and
hurt the ladies in the second half. If grabbed 8 rebounds. Gailor packed
they could have converted on their the shooting touch,which she had
opportunities from the stripe, the in the previous two games, in her
final score could have been more suitcase for the return trip, but she
respectable and the outcome pos- still contributed 10 points. Sacca
had a dismal day from the field as
sibly changed.
Game 2:~ Fairfield 66 well, connecting on only 1 of 9
field goal attempts, but her 9 of 10
Nevada Reno 52
There must have been a shooting from the charity stripe
"shooting cure-all" in the leftover compensated for that somewhat.
Ric Brown
Sports Editor
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Keep Summer Alive All Winter Long
HOT
It's New England's hottest new sportsnowboarding! Enjoy surfing, skateboarding and skiing all rolled up into
one. At The Boat Locker's full day
snowboard clinic, you can see videos,
talk to pros, and learn the finer points
of snowboarding technique. Manufacturer's reps from Burton, Look, and
Sims may be on hand to give you the
story on 1989's most radical new
boards. And The Boat Locker has a full
line of clothing to make you look
awesome - on or off the slopes.
BUY A CHEAP THRILL
For only $199.00 and a lift ticket, you
can be carving down your favorite ski
slope on a top quality snowboard.
Snowboard Clinic
November 19th 10 AM - 5:30 PM
November 20th 12Noon - 4 PM

Snowboarding is fun and easy to learn!
Just two lessons is all you need to
know how to shred.
YOUR BEST VALUES
Come talk to our expert staff. The Boat
Locker has been serving Fairfield
County since 1956. Our Surf's Up
prices are guaranteed to be the lowest
and we'll have clinic specials to knock
your sock's off! And with The Boat
Locker's quality service, this will be
one event you won't want to miss.
The Largest Snowboard Dealer
in CT: w/the Lowest Prices
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Fairfield Falters in Fleet Classic
Stags Lose to South Alabama, Niagara

A Fairfield sweep at the
Providence Fleet Classic would
have been a great way to start off
the season. A split in the tournament would have been nice. Two
losses weren't on anyone's agenda
but unfortunately the Stags had to
suffer that fate. By looking at the
scores one might say Fairfield
wasn't even in the games, but an
indept look reveals that both contests were closer than the final indicates and that time was the real
opponent.
South Alabama 70 Fairfield 50

Brantley led Stags with 45
Points in Fleet Classic
Niagara 74

Fairfield 64

In the consolation game of
the Fleet Classic the Stags were
just looking to get out of Rhode
Island with a victory, and very well
could have had one had they not
started both halves so poorly. In
the first Harold Brantley put the
Stags up with the game's initial
hoop but Fairfield couldn't get its
next basket until 7 minutes later.
With the Purple Eagles ahead 144, Fairfield acted as a gifted sculptor and chipped away at the lead.
Troy Bradford's dunk with 0:02
remaining in the half, knotted the
contest at 31 and the Stags were in
another ball game. Or was it South
Alabama in different uniforms?
It seemed that way as Niagra pulled out to a 10 point lead
early in the second half. Again the

' Photo: Rich Nunziante
Stags tried chipping at the lead.
Marvin Walters who finished the
game with 12 points, cut the lead
with a 3 pointer and two foul shots
with twelve minutes left.
The Purple Eagles spurted
with a 5 point run of their oun and
with 8 minutes remaining had a
comfortable 14 point lead. Both
teams exchanged baskets for the
next 7 minutes until Troy
Bradford' s 3 pointer sliced the lead
to 6 with 1:07 to play. The Stags
only hope was to foul, but Niagra
cashed in from the line to gain the
74-64 victory. Harold Brantley
finished the contest with 23 points
and 10 rebounds while Bradford
added 19.

For those of you not lucky
enough to have gotten to the slopes
during the Thanksgiving break,
now is the time to start thinking
about taking your ski equipment
out of hibernation. Cold weather is
here and the snow won't be far behind. Northern New England areas such as Killington (opened
October 13th, 26 trails), Waterville Valley (4 trails), and Loon (1
trail) are already open thanks to the
almighty snow-making machine.
However, rock skis are still advisable until mother nature provides a
deeper base. A half-inch deep
gouge in the bottom of the new
Rossi's that you can't wait to use is
not a fun way to start the season.
After digging your skis out
of summer storage, a few minutes
should be dedicated to base care
and binding lubrication. If you
covered your bases with a thick
coat of wax last spring (like you
should have) then all you have to
do is lightly scrape off the excess
with a plastic scraper, and your
bases are ready. For most of us
however, a good waxing and sharpening is an order to insure better
performance and longer ski life.
Everyone should have their bindings adjusted and lubricated by a
qualified technician for proper
release. A face plant can hurt a lot
more than your ego if your bind-

Ric Brown
Sports Editor

ings don't release when they
should.
After your equipment is
ready, it is time to decide where to
go. Every year, ski areas spend
millions of dollars to improve their
facilities to lure you to their slopes.
Sunday River, Maine has opened a
new mountain, their fifth, with the
new trail "White Heat" billed as
"the steepest, longest, widest, liftserviced trail in the East." Stratton, Vermont offers the new
Starship XII high speed gondola.
Loon Mt., New Hampshire has
replaced its old gondola with a
new higher speed version. Waterville Valley, New Hampshire has
finally added a bottom to top quad
chair.
Numerous other ski areas
have made changes in the way they
get their skiers to the top. Just
about every self-respecting ski area
has increased its snowmaking
capacity to increase the area they
can cover and the amount of snow
that they can dump on any one
trail. Of course if you are going to
Jackson Hole, Wyoming which
averages over 500 inches of snow
a year, snowmaking capacity is not
a major concern.
A one hour and fifteen
minute ride from Fairfield will
bring you to Woodbury Ski and
Racket (Woodbury, CT); the home
of Fairfield's own alpine ski team.
At Woodbury, snowmaking is a
major concern. Connecticut is not

Ah!, some baseball news since we last met. How refreshing,
George Steinbrenner has opened up his pocketbook once again and
decided to sign Steve Sax. In my opinion, Sax was as important as Orel
Hershiser or Kirk Gibson was in leading the Dodgers to the World
Series Championship this season. He was the catalyst for the Dodgers
and the tinsel-towners will sorely miss him. There is no doubt that he will
help the Yankees, but he will not lead them to a pennant. The Bombers
could win the pennant just as easily with Willie Randolph, their team
leader, as their second basemen. Second basemen do not win pennants,
pitching wins pennants and the Yanks still don't have the pitching they
need to take the flag in the A.L.
However, there is one way that the Sax move could help the
Pinstripers. By signing Sax, Rickey Henderson becomes expendable as
the Yanks leadoff man. Sax is just as dangerous as the oft-injured
Henderson. This creates several possibilities. Henderson could be
traded to someone, like the Dodgers, for pitching. The Yankees could
also trade Henderson for some minor league prospects and free up the
money which they've been using to pay Henderson's salary. They could
then take that money and use it to go after Bruce Hurst, probably the best
pitcher in the American League right now, and someone who could
definitely bring a pennant to the Bronx. This seems to make sense, and
it amazes me that the Yankees haven't been more active in the market to
pick up Hurst, especially after their division rivals, the Toronto Blue
lays, made a substantial offer to the Boston hurler. Maybe George will
come to his senses and go after Hurst and get the Bombers a pennant.
Back to football... It would have been nice to see Arkansas beal
Miami this past weekend and shut up Jimmy Johnson and his Hurricanes. Unfortunately, with victory in their sights, the Razorbacks'
offense suddenly became immovable. Well, anyway, after the game
limmy Johnson, looking to weazel his way into a national championship,
gets on the air and asks Brent Musburger, "what more can we do" to win
the national championship? Well, Jimmy, you could have beaten Notre
Dame.

One last football note, nobody really deserves the Heisman this
year. Troy Aikman and Rodney Peete both proved that they could put
up the big numbers, but they couldn't win the big games. So now the
Hoop Notes: The Stags will Heisman should probably fall in Barry Sanders' lap. Then again, you
face interstate rival Hartford on or I could probably average 250 yards playing Kansas and Kansas St. in
Tuesday night at 8:00 in their next college football. Maybe Don McPherson, Syracuse's quarterback from
. last year, should be given the award. After all, he got robbed last year,
home contest.
and since nobody deserves the trophy this year, why not give it to Don?

Ski Season Opens With High Hopes
Dennis Thibeautt
Staff Writer

The Press Box
Notre Dame pretty much showed the country who's number one
this year. Maybe I should rephrase that, USC pretty much showed the
country who isn 't number one this year. USC, after dominating Arizona^
and UCLA the past two weeks didn't seem capable of losing, not in the)
fashion that they lost to the Irish anyway. Rodney Peete probably lost
himself the Heisman on Saturday after the Irish defense stifled him with
their blitzes.
The Irish played a tough schedule and an 11-0 record is very
impressive. I have one question now for all those people who think
Miami should be crowned as National Champions. With the 'Canes
playing the biggest game of their season, with the national championship on the line, does Jimmy Johnson bench his starting running back
and starting wide receiver for not following team rules? The answer is
obviously no, and that's why Lou Holtz and the Irish deserve the number
one ranking ahead of the 'Canes. Of course it doesn't hurt that the
Catholics beat the Convicts in their meeting earlier this season.

Andy Davis
Sports Editor

You looked at the final score
in your newspaper over Thanksgiving break and you felt like losing some turkey and pumpkin pie.
But, the Stags were in this game
from the start and thanks to Harold
Brantley's 15 first half points had
a 31-30 lead at the intermission.
The lead, in fact, was as high as 9
for the Stags, but this isn't the
CBA and winning a half doesn't
mean a thing.
South Alabama came charging out of the gate after the break
and rolled off seven unanswered
points. Fairfield battled back
though. Marvin Walters' three
pointer with 14:58 to go cut the
lead to three and Troy Bradford
was able to tie the contest at 47
with 8:55 remaining.
Unfortunately 8:55 is a lot
of time. In that span South Alabama outscored the Stags 23-3 and
what ahd seemed to be a ball game
ended in a blowout. Brantley finished the game with 22 points on
10 of 14 shooting from the floor
while Troy Bradford evaded double
and triple teaming to score 12. The
Stags shot just 36.4% in the second
half while South Alabama burnt
their nylon shooting 58% to account for the difference.
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exactly known for its abundance
of snowfall (or for that matter its
ski areas).
If visions of new ski gear
are dancing in your head as Christmas rolls around, bring Santa down
to your local ski shop to check out
the latest in high-tech equipment
and fashions. Equipment comparable in sophistication to the newly
unveiled B-2 bomber makes skiing
safer and more enjoyable. GoreTex fabric and its string of imitators (Thintech, Entrant, HellyTech, et al)is the choice for the
skier seeking all-weather capability. Color coordinated and functional accessories such as goggles,
hats, the new Timex ski watch,
glasses, and socks make great
stocking stuffers.
Once you get your equipment together and decide where to
go, hand your-exorbitant sum of
money to the lift ticket seller then
hit the slopes. It's alright if you are
loud and crazy. Your are a college
student; it's allowed.
Short Turns:
Fairfield Co-ed alpine ski
team tryouts are January 19th.
Watch for signs on campus. The
Mahre twins of U.S. ski team fame
make their return to ski racing this
year as part of the United States
Pro Skiing Tour. They will get
about $250,000 each from sponsors. Watch for television coverage on ESPN.

Hoops, hoops, hoops,... If I was the Knicks management, I woul^
give Mark Jackson everything he could possibly want now, because by
the time the end of the season rolls around and Mr. Jackson has led the
Knicks to the Eastern Conference finals, his price tag is going to be
substantially higher than it is now and the Knicks will have to sign him
or the fans will burn the Garden down. Without Jackson running the
show, Patrick Ewing is not the overpowering force which he has turned
into these past two seasons.
While on the subject of the Knicks, Rod Strickland has turned
out to be quite a pleasant surprise this season, hasn't he. Kinda' makes
Knick fans forget Shelton Jones awful fast, doesn't it?
Is Pearl Washington still playing hoops on this continent? Is he
still alive?
If the Pearl had stayed at Syracuse and finished out his eligibility,
it would have meant that Sherman Douglas would have had to sit on the
bench for another season and that would have been a crime because
Douglas, the magician, is a joy to watch on the hardwood.
What's the deal with Isiah Thomas kissing Magic Johnson
before the Pistons-Lakers game this past Saturday night? There should
be a rule against that or something because I know that when I watch s
basketball game, I don't want to see two sweaty, grown men kissing each
other. Next thing you know Mario Lemieux will be smooching with
Rick Tocchet before the next Penguins/Flyers game. What I mean to say
I guess is "Hey Magic and Isiah, keep your mutual affection behind
closed doors, okay."
Iona plays Kentucky this past week and only loses by two points,
The Gaels were playing without three of their starters. The M AAC could
pe a pretty tough conference for the Stags this season.
The Stags were impressive for thirty three minutes against South
Alabama and held their own against a pretty good South Alabama team
They still came back from Providence 0-2 though. Playing before home
crowds, getting Eddie Duncan healthy, and getting Greg Keith eligible
should go a long way toward swinging the Stags' fortunes into the win
Column though. And besides it doesn't matter if the Stags win now, it
pnly matters that they win in February and so far, Mitch has been pretty
[successful at making that happen.
As you read this, the Stag hockey team is in Alaska skating with
the eskimoes and the polar bears. While they are used to playing before
crowds of less than one hundred at the Wonderland of Ice in Bridgeport^
Mike Forrest, Art Ward, Craig DePodesta and company can look
forward to playing before crowds of 11,000 up in Anchorage against one
of the best Division I programs in the country.

